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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper F is considered to be the field of real or complex
numbers. F m= n denotes the set of all m = n matrices over F. For a matrix
m= n y A g F , the symbol A is for an arbitrary generalized inverse g-in-
.verse satisfying the matrix equation AGA s A. A g-inverse G satisfying
an additional condition GAG s G is called a reflexive g-inverse and an
arbitrary reflexive g-inverse is denoted by Ay. The Moore]Penrose in-r
verse of A, denoted by Aq, is a reflexive g-inverse G for which AG and
 .GA are symmetric hermitian in the case of complex numbers . A9 denotes
the transpose of A. Conjugate transpose in the case of complex numbers is
 .generally denoted by A*. M A denotes the column space of A. The
 .kernel or null space of A is denoted by N A .
 .The parallel sum of a pair of real symmetric nonnegative definite nnd
 .matrices hermitian nonnegative definite in the complex case was defined
w xby Anderson and Duffin 2 , using an explicit matrix construction. After
w xthe shorted operator was rediscovered by Anderson 1 , thus bringing to
w xthe limelight the earlier work of Krein 8 on the subject, Anderson and
w xTrapp 3 gave an alternative definition of the parallel sum in terms of the
w xshorted operator. It was shown by Anderson and Duffin 2 that when a
pair of n-port electrical networks involving only the resistors with
impedance matrices A and B are connected in parallel the impedance
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matrix of the parallel connection is given by
q
P A , B s A A q B B , 1.1 .  .  .
the parallel sum of A and B. In fact one needs, in addition, isolation
transformers to ensure proper port behaviour with the connected devices.
Without the isolation transformers, the joint impedance of the parallel
connection is not even a function of A and B, but depends on internal
construction of the devices. It may be recalled that the impedance matrix
Z connects the vector i of current measurements and the vector ¨ of
voltage measurements at each terminal. We thus have ¨ s Zi and Z is an
n = n matrix which is symmetric and nnd if only resistors are involved in
the network.
The hybrid connection is slightly more complicated, with the first p
terminals of the two networks connected in parallel and the remaining
w xn y p in series. In Duffin and Trapp 5 , the impedance matrix of this
hybrid connection was shown to be the hybrid sum of A and B and is
given by
H H11 12
H A , B s , 1.2 .  . /H H21 22
where A , B are leading p = p principal submatrices of A and B,11 11
respectively, and
H s A GB ,11 11 11
H s A G B y A q A , .12 11 12 12 12
H s A q B y A GA , 1.3 .  .21 21 21 21 11
H s A q B y B y A G B y A , .  .22 22 22 21 21 12 12
y
G s A q B . .11 11
w xDuffin and Trapp 5 established interesting properties of such a matrix
operation when the matrices concerned are both nnd. In a subsequent
w xpaper Mitra and Trapp 21 extended this concept to more general situa-
tions when the matrices may not be nnd and may not even be square. They
further examined the extent to which the properties of the hybrid sum
w xremain true in such a general context. Mitra and Trapp 21 defined the
 .hybrid sum by an explicit matrix construction, generalizing 1.2 . It is
shown that the hybrid sum of a pair of matrices is uniquely defined by a set
of linear equations originating from Kirchoff's current and voltage equa-
tions. It is desired that the vectors ¨ and ¨ across the first p and last1 2
n y p terminals be uniquely determined in terms of the corresponding
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current vectors. This condition is seen to be rather weak to derive further
properties of the hybrid sum similar to those derived for the parallel sum
w xby Anderson and Duffin 2 or shorted operator defined by Anderson and
w xTrapp 3 . The object of the present paper is to study a stronger condition,
which requires the existence of a certain regular shorted matrix that in
turn leads to the regular hybrid sum. In Section 3, the properties of the
regular hybrid sum are then studied via the shorted matrix in some detail.
2. SHORTED MATRIX AND g-INVERSES
OF GFB MATRIX
m= n m=s t=n  .  .Let L g F , X g F , Y g F , M X s S , and M Y 9 s T. Let
C , C denote respectively the class of matrices1 2L
 4C s C : C s XUY for some U 2.4 .1
C s C : C g C , C Fy L , 2.5 4  .2L 1
where Fy denotes the minus partial order. Recall that we write C Fy L
if for some g-inverse Cy of C
Cy L y C s 0, L y C Cys 0 2.6 .  .  .
or equivalently if any one of the following conditions holds.
Rank L s Rank C q Rank L y C 2.7 .  .
L s C [ L y C , 2.8 .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .i.e., M C l M L y C s 0 , M C9 l M L9 y C9 s 0 .
w xShorted Matrix. Definition 1 19 . Denote by L the unique element in1
C such that1
Rank L y L s min Rank L y C . 2.9 .  .  .1
CgC1
Whenever L exists, L is called the shorted matrix L relative to S and T1 1
 < .and denoted by the symbol S L S , T .1
w xShorted Matrix. Definition 2 11 . If C has unique maximal element2L
L in C under the minus partial order, then L is called the shorted2 2L 2
 < .matrix L relative to S and T and denoted by the symbol S L S , T .2
We have thus moved away quite a bit from the scenario considered by
w xAnderson and Trapp 3 . In their formulation m and n were equal and so
were S and T. In fact L was real symmetric nnd.
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As recorded in some cases, the extended domain has a subset which
provides the ideal ground for the concept under consideration to display
its power and potential. Refer, for example, to Cramer's regularity condi-
 . w xtions for the optimality of MLE maximum likelihood estimator 4 and to
w xthe regular conditional probability 9 .
The regularity condition we impose requires the following to hold.
L XRank F s Rank q Rank 2.10 . /  /Y 0
s Rank L X q Rank Y 0 , 2.11 .  .  .
L X .where F s .Y 0
 .DEFINITION 2.1 Generalized Fundamental Bordered Matrix . We say
L X .  .F s is a generalized fundamental bordered GFB matrix if LY 0
 .  .satisfies the regularity conditions 2.10 and 2.11 .
 .  .In fact, 2.10 and 2.11 always hold when Y s X 9 and L is nnd. In such a
w xcase F is called the Fundamental Bordered Matrix 22 . Let
C C1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . y 4g F . 2.12 .C yC /3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
 .  .If L, X, Y satisfies the conditions 2.10 and 2.11 , we say L satisfies the
 . regularity conditions relative to the pair of subspaces S , T or matrices
 ..  .  .X, Y , where S s M X and T s M Y 9 . When L satisfies the regularity
 < .  < .conditions it is seen that both S L S , T and S L S , T exist and are1 2
equal. Many times we denote a shorted matrix either by the symbol
 < .  < .  .S L S , T or by the symbol S L X, Y or simply by S L whenever S
and T are clear from the context. The regular shorted matrix is computed
using any one of the expressions appearing in the following chain of
equalities, which hold whenever the regularity conditions are satisfied. We
have here
L y LC L s LC Y s XC L s XC Y . 2.13 .1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
 . yEach expression in 2.13 is unique, invariant under the choice of F . Note
that the regularity conditions are also conditions for block independence
w x y12 . This implies as a consequence that given four arbitrary choices of F ,
one could construct other g-inverses through arbitrary block transplanta-
tion, picking the block C from one, C from the other, etc.1 X , Y . 2 X , Y .
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L X .THEOREM 2.1. Let F s be a GFB matrix. ThenY 0
C C y1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . .  4g F if and only ifC yC3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
 4C g K : YK X s 0, L K X s 0, YK L s 0 2.14 .1 X , Y . 1 1 1 1
y < 4C g K : K g Y , L K Y s S L S , T 2.15 4 .  .2 X , Y . 2 2 2
y < 4C g K : K g X , XK L s S L S , T 2.16 4 .  .3 X , Y . 3 3 3
<C g K : XK Y s S L S , T , 2.17 4 .  .4 X , Y . 4 4
 .  .where S s M X and T s M Y 9 .
Proof. When C , C , C and C satisfy conditions1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
C C y1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . .  .  .  42.14 ] 2.17 , which the matrix G s g F follows by aC yC3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
direct verification of the condition FGF s F.
C C y1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . .  4Conversely, if g F , we obtainC yC3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
LC L q LC Y q XC L y XC Y s L 2.18 .1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
LC X q XC X s X 2.19 .1 X , Y . 3 X , Y .
YC L q YC Y s Y 2.20 .1 X , Y . 2 X , Y .
YC X s 0. 2.21 .1 X , Y .
L X .  .  .  .Since the regularity condition 2.10 m M l M s 0 m L z s 0 forY 0
 .  .  .every z such that Yz s 0 and L z g M X , from 2.19 and 2.21 it is seen
 y4  .  .that LC X s 0 and C g X . Similarly from 2.11 , 2.20 ,1 X , Y . 3 X , Y .
 .  y42.21 we conclude that C g Y and YC L s 0.2 X , Y . 1 X , Y .
 .Now rewrite 2.18 as
L C L q I y C Y s X C L y C Y 2.22 . .1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
and observe that from the results just established it follows that
Y C L q I y C Y s 0. .1 X , Y . 2 X , Y .
 . wAn appeal to regularity condition 2.10 once again leads to X C L3 X , Y .
xy C Y s 0 m XC L s XC Y.4 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
 .Similarly, rewriting 2.18 as
LC q I y XC L s LC y XC Y 2.23 . .1 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 2 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
 .we obtain LC Y s XC Y. Equation 2.18 now implies2 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
L y LC L s LC Y s XC L s XC Y .1 X , Y . 2 X , Y . 3 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
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The common matrix in this chain of equalities is the unique shorted
 < . w xmatrix S L S , T . See Theorem 5.1 of 12 .
w xIt was shown by Duffin and Morley 6 that for the special case Y s X 9
requiring that the regularity conditions be met for all X is equivalent to
demanding that L be almost definite, i.e., for any column vector x,
x9L x s 0 « L x s 0.
LEMMA 2.1. Let the matrices L, X, Y and C , i s 1, . . . , 4, be as ini X , Y .
Theorem 2.1. For the matrix C to be unique irrespecti¨ e of the choice of4 X , Y .
Fy, it is necessary that
Rank X s s, Rank Y s t . 2.24 .
 .  .  .Further 2.24 together with the regularity conditions 2.10 , 2.11 ensures
uniqueness.
Proof. Note that invariance of C is equivalent to invariance of4 X , Y .
UFyV under the choice of Fy, where
0
U s 0 I and V s . 2.25 .  .t I /s
 .The null matrices in 2.25 are of size t = n and m = s, respectively. Since
 .the matrices U and V are clearly nonnull, 2.24 is a simple consequence of
y the necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of UF V see,
w x.  .  .e.g., 23, compl. 14, Chap. 2 . Note that M V cannot be a subset of M F
 .  .unless Y is of full row rank and M U9 cannot be a subset of M F9 unless
X is of full column rank.
 .To prove the sufficiency of condition 2.24 together with the regularity
 .  .conditions 2.10 , 2.11 for establishing the uniqueness of C , notice4 X , Y .
 .that as was seen in 2.17 , the regularity conditions lead to the uniqueness
of XC Y. Now left invertibility of X and right invertibility of Y give4 X , Y .
the uniqueness of C .4 X , Y .
Remark 2.1. To establish the necessity part of Lemma 2.1 one does not
have to appeal to the regularity conditions. The special construction of the
partitioned matrix F suffices.
3. HYBRID SUM VIA SHORTED MATRIX
We fix
I 0 0 I 0 0p q
0 I I 0 I Imy p myp nyq nyq
X s , Y 9 s
I 0 0 I 0 0p q 0  00 0 yI 0 0 yImy p nyq
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and
A A 0 011 12
A A 0 021 22A 0
L s s , /0 B 0 0 B B11 12 00 0 B B21 22
where A , B g F p=q throughout this section.11 11
m= n  .THEOREM 3.1. For A, B g F , the regularity conditions 2.10 and
 .2.11 are respecti¨ ely equi¨ alent to
w X X X x X XM A : A : B ; M A q B 3.26 .  .11 21 21 11 11
w xM A : A : B ; M A q B . 3.27 .  .11 12 12 11 11
X .Proof. A typical vector in M is of the form0
¨ 1
¨ q ¨2 3
,¨ 1
y¨ 3 0
0
where ¨ g F p, ¨ , ¨ g F my p and are arbitrary. Matching this with a1 2 3
L .typical vector in M , sayY
u1a
uL 2 a , /Y u1b 0u2 b
coordinate by coordinate, last coordinate backward, gives u y u s 0,2 a 2 b
u s 0, u q u s 0, B u s y¨ , B u s ¨ , A u s ¨ q ¨ ,2 a 1a 1b 21 1b 3 11 1b 1 21 1a 1 3
 .A u s ¨ . When these equations hold A q B u s A u q11 1a 1 11 11 1a 11 1a
 .B u s A u y B yu s ¨ y ¨ s 0. Now choose an arbitrary11 1a 11 1a 11 1b 1 1
 .  .nonnull vector u g N A q B and put A u s ¨ , A y B u1a 11 11 11 1a 1 21 21 1a
s ¨ , B u s ¨ . Should one or more of ¨ , ¨ , and ¨ be nonnull, a2 21 1a 3 1 2 3
 .reference to qualifications required of an arbitrary real 2m q 2n y 2 p
X .tuple to claim membership of M would convince us of the dual0
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membership status for
¨ 1
¨ q ¨2 3
¨ 1
y¨ 3 0
0
L X .  .  .  .of M as well of M . Equivalence of 2.10 and 3.26 is thusY 0
established.
Since L9 has a structure similar to that of L and Y 9, X 9 to those of X
and Y, the other equivalence claimed in the theorem follows from the
equivalence we have just established.
The following corollary is immediate from Theorem 3.1 and proof is
omitted.
COROLLARY 3.1. For p s m and q s n the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .a L satisfies the regularity conditions relati¨ e to X, Y.
 .  .  .  .  .b M A ; M A q B , M A9 ; M A9 q B9 .
 .  .yc A, B are parallel summable, i.e., A A q B B is in¨ariant under
 .yany choice of A q B .
LEMMA 3.1. For A, B g F m= n, the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i A, B satisfy the regularity conditions relati¨ e to X, Y.
 .ii The linear equations
Lu y X¨ s 0 3.28 .
Yu s w 3.29 .
are simultaneously sol¨ able with the unique choice of
¨ 1
¨ s ¨ 2 0¨ 3
 .for e¨ery 2n y q tuple
w1
w s .w2 0w3
In this case there exists a unique matrix C such that ¨ s Cw.
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Proof.
 .  .i « ii Since Y is a right invertible and A, B satisfy the regularity
conditions relative to X and Y, from Theorem 2.1 we see that
LC y XC s 02 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
YC s I.2 X , Y .
 .  .This gives the solvability of 3.28 and 3.29 with a solution u s C w2 X , Y .
and ¨ s C w for all w. Uniqueness of ¨ s C w follows from4 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
uniqueness of C , proved in Lemma 2.1.4 X , Y .
 .  .  .  .ii « i Assume now that 3.28 and 3.29 are simultaneously
 . .  . .  .solvable and let M L X 9 l M Y 0 9 / 0 . Let vectors a and b be
 .  .such that a9 L yX s b9 Y 0 / 0. For such a, b choose and fix w
 .such that b9w / 0. Let u, ¨ satisfy the simultaneous equations 3.28 and
 .3.29 . Now observe that
u u0 s a9 s b9 s b9w / 0.L yX Y 0 .  . /  /¨ ¨
 .  .  .This is a contradiction. Therefore M L X 9 l M Y 0 9 s 0 .
L X .  .  .  .If M l M / 0 , there exists a nonzero u g N Y such that0Y 0
Lu s X¨ / 0 for some ¨ s ¨ . Since it is seen that if u, ¨ satisfy the0 0
 .  .simultaneous equations 3.28 and 3.29 , then so do u q u and ¨ q ¨ ,0 0
 .  .thus contradicting the assumption that the pair of Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29
determines ¨ uniquely as a function of w.
Now the second part of the lemma follows and one can easily identify C,
with C thus identifying C as the unique transfer impedance4 X , Y . 4 X , Y .
matrix.
Remark 3.1. For p s q and m s n with Y s X 9, the linear equations
 .  .3.28 and 3.29 with w s 0 can be identified with Kirchhoff's current and3
 .voltage equations for the hybrid connection. In fact, the p, p -hybrid sum
of A and B is the matrix H such that
¨ w1 1s H , 3.30 .¨ w /  /2 2
 .  .subject to simultaneous solvability of 3.28 and 3.29 when w s 0. For3
w xdetails, the reader is referred to 5, 21 .
So in the general context, from the matrix C which is uniquely obtained
in Lemma 3.1, we see that the matrix
InI 0w xH A , B ; p , q s C , 3.31 .m .  /0
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 .the leading m = n principal submatrix of C satisfying 3.30 , and we
 .identify it with the p, q -hybrid sum of A and B. We shall denote this
 .  .hybrid sum obtained under the present conditions 3.26 and 3.27 simply
w xby H A, B whenever p and q are otherwise clear from the context.
w x  .Remark 3.2. Mitra and Trapp 21 showed that the p, q -hybrid sum is
 .  .the matrix H A, B as given in 1.2 with A , B the leading p = q11 11
 .principal submatrices of A and B, respectively, provided that H A, B
 .exists uniquely. It will be seen that H A, B exists uniquely if and only if
M A : A y B ; M A q B , 3.32 .  .  .11 12 12 11 11
X X X X XM A : A y B ; M A q B . 3.33 .  .  .11 21 21 11 11
 .  .In fact, whenever w s 0, Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29 reduce to the linear3
system
Du y X¨ s 0 3.34 .Ä Ä
ÄYu s w , 3.35 .Ä Ä
respectively, where
A A 011 12
I 0 IA A 0 q q21 22 ÄD s , Y s
0 I 00 B B  /nyq12 11 00 B B22 21
w1 .  .and w s . The general solutions to the linear system 3.35 are given byÄ w2
w y z1
,w2 0z
 .  .where z is arbitrary. Simultaneous solvability of 3.34 and 3.35 is
equivalent to simultaneous solvability of z, ¨ , ¨ , and ¨ in the equations1 2 3
¨ s A w y z q A w 3.36 .  .1 11 1 12 2
¨ q ¨ s A w y z q A w 3.37 .  .2 3 21 1 22 2
¨ s B w q B z 3.38 .1 12 2 11
y¨ s B w q B z 3.39 .3 22 2 21
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 .  .for all w and w . If 3.36 and 3.38 are to hold simultaneously, for1 2
arbitrary w and w the equation1 2
A q B z s A w q A y B w 3.40 .  .  .11 11 11 1 12 12 2
 .must have a solution in z, which is equivalent to 3.32 . Further we see
 .  .that each ¨ s A w y z q A w and ¨ s A q B w q A w q1 11 1 12 2 2 22 22 2 21 1
 .  .B y A z is uniquely determined if and only if A z and B y A z21 21 11 21 21
 .are uniquely determined for all choices of z satisfying 3.40 . This is
 .equivalent to 3.33 . Observe that, unlike the matrix L in Lemma 3.1, the
matrix D need not satisfy the regularity conditions with respect to X and
Ä  .  .Y even if Eqs. 3.34 and 3.35 are solvable with unique choices of ¨ , ¨ .1 2
 .  .The conditions 3.32 and 3.33 are certainly weaker than the conditions
 .  .3.26 and 3.27 as stated in Theorem 3.1. For example, choose A, B so
that A s B is singular and B , A , B , A are identity matrices of11 11 12 12 21 21
suitable size. Here the matrices A and B certainly satisfy the conditions
 .  .  .  .3.32 and 3.33 , but do not satisfy 3.26 and 3.27 .
Now accordingly we propose the following definition of ``Regular Hybrid
Summability.''
 . .DEFINITION 3.1 p, q -Regular Hybrid Summability . A pair of matri-
m= n  .  .ces A, B g F are said to be p, q -regular hybrid summable if 3.26
 .and 3.27 hold. The values of p, q are clear from the context, more
 .precisely from the order of A and B . The p, q -hybrid sum in such a11 11
 .case is called the p, q -regular hybrid sum.
We may recall that when L is real symmetric nnd and X s Y 9, the
 .shorted operator S L can be interpreted as the dispersion matrix of
 .   . .  .BLUE of E Y under the linear model Y, E Y , L given that E Y g
 . w xM X 16 . The involvement of the dispersion matrix of the BLUE and not
the BLUE itself in the approach is a significant pointer to the fact that
dependence of this operator on the structure operator X is minimal.
 .  .Indeed S L depends only on M X , not on X. Specializing in the choice
of both the structure matrix X and the dispersion matrix L we derive the
other operations like parallel sum and hybrid sum.
Note that C is very much X, Y dependent, unlike the shorted4 X , Y .
matrix, which is only space dependent. Suppose we replace X, Y by X1
 .  .  X .  .and Y , respectively, where M X s M X and M Y s M Y 9 . C1 1 1 4 X , Y .1 1
in
yC C L X1 X , Y . 2 X , Y .1 1 1 1 1g  5 /C yC Y 0 /3 X , Y . 4 X , Y . 11 1 1 1
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could be different from C . In fact, C is not uniquely deter-4 X , Y . 4 X , Y .1 1X  .mined whenever X , Y are not of full column rank. From 2.17 , it is clear1 1
that
 4C s C q Z : X ZY s 0 , 3.41 4  .4 X , Y . 1 11 1
 4where C is any fixed matrix chosen from C . But still, from4 X , Y .1 1
Theorem 2.1, we see that because of the regularity condition the matrix
X C Y is unique. This unique matrix is in fact the shorted matrix1 4 X , Y . 11 1
 <  .  X.. XS L M X , M Y , which is dependent only on column spans of X , Y1 1 1 1
but not explicitly on the choices of X and Y . By Theorem 2.1, we see that1 1
XyS L Yy ; C . 3.42 4  4 .  .1 1 4 X , Y .1 1
  ..  .   . .  .Since M S L ; M X and M S L 9 ; M Y 9 , we easily see that
y yy yX S L Y s X S L Y . 3.43 4 .  .  .  .  . 41 1 1 1r r
 . XFrom 3.42 , one can also see the necessity that X , Y be of full column1 1
rank to have unique C .4 X , Y .1 1
But one can easily observe that for any given C ,4 X , Y .1 1
XqX C Y Yq s XqS L Yq 3.44 .  .1 1 4 X , Y . 1 1 11 1
 4  X .is the unique element in the class C with column span in M X4 X , Y . 11 1
 .and row span in M Y . Let us write1
XqX C Y Yq s C . 3.45 .1 1 4 X , Y . 1 1 4 X , Y .*1 1 1 1
w xDuffin and Morley 6 chose
I yI 0 0 0p p
0 0 I yI 0nyp nypXX s Y s ,1 1 I yI 0 0 0p p 00 0 0 I yInyp nyp
 .assuming diag A, B to be an almost definite matrix, when C is4 X , Y .*1 1
seen to be the transfer impedance matrix eventually leading to the hybrid
sum.
Now we shall prove a useful lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.2. Gi¨ en A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable, put X s1
XM , Y s N Y, where M X and N are full column rank matrices. Then1 1 1 1 1
C s MqC Nq . 3.46 .4 X , Y .* 1 4 X , Y . 11 1
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Further, if M and N are in¨ertible square matrices1 1
C s My1 C Ny1 . 3.47 .4 X , Y . 1 4 X , Y . 11 1
 .  . q  . qProof. From 3.44 and 3.45 , we obtain that C s X S L Y4 X , Y .* 1 11 1
q q  . q q q q  .s M X S L Y N s M C N . Equation 3.47 follows from1 1 1 4 X , Y . 1
 .3.46 .
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, B g F m= n be regular hybrid summable matrices
and
I 0 0 I 0 0p q
0 I I 0 I Imy p myp nyq nyq
i X s , Y 9 s .
I 0 0 I 0 0p q 0  00 0 yI 0 0 yImy p nyq
w xas proposed in Mitra and Puri 20 .
I yI 0 0 0p p
0 0 I yI 0my p myp
ii X s . 1 I yI 0 0 0p p 00 0 0 I yImy p myp
and
I yI 0 0 0q q
0 0 I yI 0nyq nyqXY s1 I yI 0 0 0q q 00 0 0 I yInyq nyq
w xfollowing Duffin and Morley 6 .
I 0 0 I 0 0p q
0 I 0 0 I 0my p nyqXiii X s and Y s . . 2 2I 0 0 I 0 0p q 0  00 0 I 0 0 Imy p nyq
Then
S S S S11 12 11 14
S S S S21 22 21 24<a S L X , Y s .  .
S S S S11 12 11 14 0
S S S S41 42 41 44
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S S S11 12 14
S S Sb C s . 21 22 244 X , Y .2 2  0S S S41 42 44
S S q S yS11 12 14 14
S q S S q S q S q S y S q S .c C s . 21 41 22 24 42 44 24 444 X , Y .  0yS y S q S S .41 42 44 44
I 0 0 I 0 0p q
0 I I 0 I 0s Cmy p myp nyq4 X , Y .2 2 0  00 0 yI 0 I yImy p nyq nyq
d C s PC Q, . 4 X , Y .* 4 X , Y .1 1 2 2
where
1¡ ¦I 0 0p2
1y I 0 0p2
2 10 I IP s my p myp3 3
1 10 y I Imy p myp3 3
1 2¢ §0 y I y Imy p myp3 3
and
1 1I y I 0 0 0q q2 2
2 1 10 0 I y I y IQ s ,nyq nyq nyq3 3 3
1 1 2 00 0 I I y Inyq nyq nyq3 3 3
 . where S s A GB , S s I y A G A , S s A GB , S s A I y11 11 11 12 11 12 14 11 12 21 21
.  .GA , S s A y A GA , S s I y B G B , S s B GA , S s11 22 22 21 12 24 11 12 41 21 12 42
 .yB GA , S s B y B GB and G s A q B .21 12 44 22 21 12 11 11
Proof. Observe that X, X , X are all of the same column span and1 2
Y, Y , Y are of the same row span. Since X , Y looks simple for computa-1 2 2 2
tional purposes, we shall use these to find the shorted matrix. As Mitra
w x  .y  4observed in 10, Theorem 3 , Q s F E L F E g C , whereX Y X Y 1 X Y .2 2 2 2 2 2
F s I y XyX , E s I y Y Yy , andX 2 2 Y 2 22 2
yC C L X1 X Y . 2 X Y .2 2 2 2 2g . 5 /C yC Y 0 /3 X Y . 4 X , Y . 22 2 2 2
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Choosing
I 0 0qI 0 0 0p
0 I 0nyqy y0 I 0 0X s , Y smy p2 2
0 0 0 00 0 0 I  0my p 0 0 Inyq
we obtain that
y y
A q B 0 y A q B 0 .  .11 11 11 11
0 0 0 0Q s g C . 41 X , Y .y y 2 2y A q B 0 A q B 0 .  .11 11 11 11 0
0 0 0 0
 .  < .By 2.13 we have that S L X , Y s L y LC L. Now, direct com-2 2 1 X , Y .2 2
 .putation leads to part a .
 .  .Part b is immediate from 2.17 and Lemma 2.1.
 .Part c can be obtained easily from Lemma 3.2, noting that
I 0 0 I 0 0p q
0 I I 0 I 0X s X and Y s Y .my p myp nyq2 2 0  00 0 yI 0 I yImy p nyq myp
 .To prove d , note that X M and N Y are rank factorizations of X2 1 1 2 1
and Y , respectively, where1
I yI 0 0 0p p
0 0 I I 0M s my p myp1  00 0 0 I yImy p myp
and
I 0 0q
yI 0 0q
0 I 0N s .nyq1
0 I Inyq nyq 0
0 0 yInyq
 .Now 3.46 gives the result.
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Noting that
I 0 0 I 0 0p q
0 I I 0 I 0C s C , 3.48 .my p myp nyq4 X , Y . 4 X , Y .2 2 0  00 0 yI 0 I yImy p nyq nyq
 .3.31 leads to the following expressions for the regular hybrid sum.
InI 0w xH A , B s Cm . 4 X , Y .  /0
I 0qI 0 0p 0 Is C .nyq4 X , Y .2 20 I I /my p myp  00 Inyq
 .Also, by computing C as in part c of Theorem 3.2, we see that4 X , Y .
w x  .H A,B is the same as the matrix H A, B that we defined in Section 1.
 .Similarly, from part d of Theorem 3.2, we get that
w xH A , B s PC Q, 3.49 .4 X , Y .*1 1
where
I 0q
yI 0qI yI 0 0 0p p
P s and Q s ,0 Inyq0 0 I 0 yI /my p myp
0 0 0
0 yInyq
w x  .similar to Duffin and Morley 6 for the case where diag A, B is a.d. and
Y s X X.1 1
The following corollary is immediate from Theorem 3.2.
Im .  .COROLLARY 3.2. For p s m, q s n, X s , and Y s I I , theI n nm
following expressions hold:
P A , B P A , B .  .
P A , B s C , S L s . 3.50 .  .  .4 X , Y .  /P A , B P A , B .  .
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 .THEOREM 3.3. If A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable matrices, then
N C s M Y 1 y LyL 3.51 .  . . .4 X , Y .
M CX s M I y Z Zq 3.52 . . .4 X , Y . 1 1
ys Y 9 M Y 9 l M L9 , 3.53 .  .  .  . .
 y .where Z s Y I y L L . Further,1
M C s M I y ZqZ 3.54 . . .4 X , Y . 2 2
s Xy M X l M L , 3.55 .  .  . .
 y.where Z s I y LL X.2
y  . y   ..  .  .Proof. Observe that C s X S L Y , M S L s M L l M X ,4 X , Y .
  . .  .  .M S L 9 s M L9 l M Y 9 , and Y is a full row rank matrix. Therefore
z g N C m XyS L Yyz s 0 . .4 X , Y .
m S L Yyz s 0 .
m Yyz g N Y q N L .  .
m z g Y N L s M Y I y LyL . .  . .  .
 .  .   . .and 3.52 follows. Equation 3.53 follows from the fact that M S L 9 s
 .  .M Y 9 l M L9 .
The second part of the theorem is proved similarly.
 .  .It is interesting to note that the expressions 3.53 and 3.55 are
 .y yindependent of choices of Y 9 and X , respectively. This is because
 .  .  .  .  .  .M Y 9 l M L9 ; M Y 9 , M X l M L ; M X and left invertibility of
both Y 9 and X.
 .Under the present p, q -regular hybrid summability condition, via the
shorted matrix, one is better equipped to make a deeper probe into the
properties of the hybrid sum, at least in some special case to be discussed
below. Now, first, we shall introduce some terminology.
P P p=q11 12 .An m = n matrix P with partitioned form , where P g F , isP P 1121 22
 .  . .said to be p, q -diagonally range dominant p, q -DRD if
M P ; M P , M PX ; M PX 3.56 .  .  .  .  .12 11 21 11
M P ; M P , M PX ; M PX . 3.57 .  .  .  .  .21 22 12 22
 .  .Matrix P satisfying 3.56 is said to be p, q -upper DRD. Matrix P
 .  .satisfying 3.57 is said to be p, q -lower DRD. A square matrix P is
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w x  .called DRD 13 if it is p, p -DRD for all 1 F p F m. It is seen easily that
every a.d. matrix is both DRD and EP a matrix with identical row and
. w x  .column spaces 20 , but it need not be a p, q -upper DRD for p / q, as
we see a counterexample in an identity matrix.
 .LEMMA 3.3. If A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable, then necessarily
A , B are parallel summable.11 11
Further, if A and B are a.d. and p s q, regular hybrid summability of A, B
is equi¨ alent to parallel summability of A and B .11 11
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from the definition of
regular hybrid summability. Noting that an almost definite matrix is also a
DRD, the second part of the lemma follows immediately.
In some special case we can bypass the computation of C to find4 X , Y .
w x the row and column spaces of H A, B . For example, when L is a.d. as
.seen in many cases of electrical network problems and p s q, we have
 .X s Y 9. So now, since L is an EP, we get that S L is also an EP.
 . y  . Therefore S L F L implies that S L is also a.d. see, e.g., Lemma 2.6
w x. y  . yof 20 . Since X s Y 9, we get that X S L Y s C is also a.d. and4 X , Y .
 . w xhence p, p -upper DRD. Now H A, B , the leading m = m principal
 w x.  . .submatrix of C , is also a.d. and M H A, B s M I 0 C s4 X , Y . n 4 X , Y .
 . q ..M I 0 I y Z Z .n 2 2
 .LEMMA 3.4. If A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable and upper DRD,
w x  .then H A, B is p, q -upper DRD.
 .yProof. Observe that H s A A q B B is the parallel sum of11 11 11 11 11
 .  .  .A and B and M H s M A l M B . By regular hybrid summa-11 11 11 11 11
bility, we obtain that
y
H s A A q B B y A y A .  .12 11 11 11 12 12 12
ys B A q B A y B y B . .  .11 11 11 12 12 12
 .  .  .Since A, B are both p, q -upper DRD, we obtain that M H ; M A12 11
 .  .  X .  X .l M B s M H . Similarly, it is seen easily that M H ; M H and11 11 21 11
 .therefore H is p, q -upper DRD.11
 .COROLLARY 3.3. If A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable and upper
DRD, then
w x qM H A , B s M I 0 I y Z Z 3.58 .  . .  . .m 2 2
w x qM H A , B 9 s M I 0 I y Z Z , 3.59 .  . .  . .n 1 1
where Z and Z are as in Theorem 3.3.1 2
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4.
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 .THEOREM 3.4. If A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable and upper
DRD, then the matrix
G q GH SyH G yGH Sy12 21 12
y y /yS H G S21
w x  y y4is a g-in¨erse of H A, B , where S s H y H GH and G g A q B .22 21 12 11 11
In fact,
yI yGH I 0q 12 pH 0y 11w xH A , B s . 4  / 50 I yH G I /  /0 Snyq 21 myp
w x  .Proof. Lemma 3.4 shows that H A, B is p, q -upper DRD and there-
w x y1 y1fore H A, B s M PN , where
l 0 I GHp q 12 H 011M s , N s , P s . /yH G I 0 I /  / 0 S21 myp nyq
 w xy4  y 4Noting that H A, B s NP M , we prove the theorem by straightfor-
ward computation.
In view of Lemma 3.4, Corollary 3.3, and Theorem 3.4 one may consider
 .introducing a stronger form of p, q -regular hybrid summability by requir-
 .ing that both A and B be p, q -upper DRD in addition to satisfying
 .  .  .3.26 and 3.27 . Thus to be p, q -strongly regular hybrid summable the
pair of matrices A and B must satisfy the conditions
M AX : AX : BX ; M AX q BX , 3.60 .  .  .11 21 21 11 11
M A : A : B ; M A q B , 3.61 .  .  .11 12 12 11 11
M A ; M A , M AX ; M AX , 3.62 .  .  .  . 12 11 21 11
M B ; M B , M BX ; M BX . 3.63 .  .  .  . 12 11 21 11
Theorem 3.5 is immediate from the definition of strongly regular hybrid
summability conditions and therefore we omit the proof.
 .THEOREM 3.5. For a pair of p, q -upper DRD matrices A and B, the
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a A, B are p, q -regular hybrid summable.
 .b A and B are parallel summable, i.e.,11 11
M AX ; M AX q BX , M A ; M A q B . 3.64 .  .  .  .  .11 11 11 11 11 11
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